
 

Scylla was a six-headed mythological sea monster that devoured sailors risky enough to travel through its 
narrow channel of water. In today’s world, people take risks online by posting personal and potentially 
damaging information across digital channels. Scylla Systems targets these individuals and captures their 
information. 

Pendulum presents Scylla Systems, a robust way to monitor conversations on social media networks and the 
Web as a way of managing liability risk. Using a combination of open-source intelligence (OSINT) research 
and data collection, the Scylla team has the ability to dig deeper into the digital footprints, or online presence, 
of individuals and entities than ever before! Scylla technicians use similar techniques and the same technology 
as law enforcement and government agencies. Scylla has the ability to gather proprietary data as well as 
publically available information from sources such as newspaper archives and Web-based communities, 
including social media sites, blogs, and forums. 

FACILITY/BRAND/ORGANIZATIONAL WEB MONITORING 
The Web-monitoring report is a summary of conversations from across the Web related to your facility, brand, 
or organization. The facility/brand/organization-specific conversations are categorized by sentiment, indicating 
whether the thought or mood of a post is positive, neutral, or negative. The report also provides insight into 
where conversations are occurring (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, blogs, review sites, etc.) and the volume of 
conversational activity around your facility/brand/organization. Please see sample report pages on reverse. 

TRIAL MONITORING  
Scylla can provide a high-level view of a trial, uncovering nuggets of information that may impact trial strategy. 
Depending on the level of public knowledge about the trial, technicians may be able provide information on 
public sentiment, where the conversations are occurring, trends in the conversations, and the public’s reactions 
to trial events. Trial monitoring can provide a broad overview of the trial that could include information from 
media sources, the general public, and individuals associated with the trial.  

JUROR ANALYSIS AND MONITORING  
Scylla looks at the big picture but can also report on the individual level. Depending on your jurors’ digital 
footprints, our team can provide in-depth analysis, including jurors’: 

 Potential biases 

 Political leanings 

 Personal relationships relative to the case 

 Hobbies and interests 

 Opinions on current news  

 Relevant digital subscriptions  

 Group memberships and affiliations 

 Relevant social media activity during the trial 

UNDERWRITER REPORT 
Scylla looks at the overall representation of a facility’s portrayal online. Depending on the facility’s digital 
footprint, the Scylla team can provide in-depth analysis on Web activity associated with it. This report can be a 
useful tool for the underwriter in determining coverage and potential risks or exposures based on a facility’s 
online reputation.  

INDIVIDUAL LISTENING 
If you are looking for information about a certain person, Scylla can report at the individual level, mining the 
Web for content created by the person you are interested in. Depending on how active the individual is in 
social media, the Scylla team can provide an in-depth social media profile analysis on the individual.  

Scylla Systems, LLC can only research/monitor publicly available conversations and the information those conversations contain. 
Privacy rules prevent Scylla from obtaining information in violation of a user’s privacy settings; however, users’ privacy settings are 
often bypassed when a user posts to a public site.  

For more information on what Scylla can do for you, contact Pendulum at (888) 815-8250 or email 
Scylla@WeArePendulum.com.   
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